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Hierarchical Control Design for Shipboard
Power System with DC Distribution and Energy
Storage aboard Future More-Electric Ships
Zheming Jin, Student Member, IEEE, Lexuan Meng, Member, IEEE, Josep M. Guerrero, Fellow, IEEE,
Renke Han, Student Member, IEEE

Abstract—DC distribution is now becoming the major trend of
future mobile power systems, such as more-electric aircrafts and
ships. As DC distribution has different nature to conventional AC
system, new design of well-structured control and management
methods will be mandatory. In this paper, shipboard power
system (SPS) with DC distribution and energy storage system
(ESS) is picked as study case. To meet the requirement of control
and management of such a large-scale mobile power system, a
hierarchical control design is proposed in this paper. In order to
fully exploit the benefit of ESS, as well as to overcome the
limitation in controllability, a novel inverse-droop control method
is proposed, in which the power sharing is according to the source
characteristic, instead of their power rating. A frequency-division
method is also proposed as an extension to the inverse-droop
method for enabling hybrid energy storage system (HESS) and its
autonomous operation. On the basis of the proposed methods, the
control methods for management and voltage restoration levels
are also proposed to establish a comprehensive control solution.
Real-time simulations are carried out to validate the performance
of proposed control design under different operating conditions.
When compared to more conventional droop based approaches,
the new proposal show enhancement in efficiency.
Index Terms—Shipboard power system, DC distribution,
energy storage, hierarchical control, more-electric ship, islanded
microgrid.

I.

D

INTRODUCTION

RIVEN by the increased onboard electrical power demand
and the progressively stricter environmental requirements,
marine industry is dedicating to develop new solutions for the
future vessels [1]-[4]. In 1990s, power electronic converters
(PECs) have made breakthrough in the field of marine vessels
for enabling electrification of the propulsion systems through
variable voltage variable frequency drive technology [2]-[4].
The advantages obtained from PECs, including efficiency
improvement, space saving and maneuverability enhancement,
have resulted in the current tendency to further electrify the
vessel, namely more-electric ship (MES). In addition to the use
of electric propulsion, the most important change is the new
integrated power system (IPS) design, in which the power
generated aboard a vessel is now available for all the onboard
systems instead of being exclusive for either propulsion or ship
The authors are with Department of Energy Technology, Aalborg
University, Aalborg, Denmark, (e-mail: zhe@et.aau.dk, lme@et.aau.dk,
joz@et.aau.dk, rha@et.aau.dk).

services loads [5]-[8].
In recent studies, several emerging technologies are being
considered and installed aboard prototyping vessels to enhance
the system performance, including DC distribution [9]-[11],
energy storage systems (ESSs) [12], [13], low-emission power
sources, e.g. fuel cell (FC) [14] and gas turbine genset [15], [16],
and onboard renewable energy sources (e.g. PV array) [17].
Among them, DC distribution and ESS can contribute to both
the efficiency and reliability of the SPS, thus becoming the
trend of future MES [1], [2], [12]. Moreover, it is noteworthy
that ESSs inherently operate in DC, therefore, DC distribution
based SPS (DC-SPS) is more efficient to integrate ESSs, as
well as to support electric propulsion systems. Meanwhile, with
the presence of ESSs, generators with slow dynamic (e.g. FC
and gas turbine) or intermittence (i.e. renewables) and specific
operating scenarios (e.g. zero-emission operation in port) can
be easily enabled. In this case, future DC-SPSs are expected to
be the flexible platform which allows using various power
sources as well as effectively supporting onboard loads with
different characteristics, such as dynamic and pulsed-power
loads [18]. However, the system-level control and management
will remain a challenging issue, especially considering the fastchanging load conditions and mission setting of the vessel.
PEC is the enabling technology of DC-SPS, through which
components with either AC or DC nature in different voltage
levels can be connected to the DC distribution network. Several
innovative PEC designs have been proposed in [19]-[21],
aiming at the high-voltage high-power requirement of marine
applications. However, the fast-switching nature of PECs
makes their reliability and robustness much poorer than
conventional transformers, which is a major obstacle to their
application in marine vessels. For this reason, 6-pulse and
12-pulse diode rectifiers are also used as present-stage solution
for interfacing gensets to the DC distribution network [1], [22].
Meanwhile, controllable PECs are indispensable as the “DC
transformers” to interface ESSs and FCs. In this context, the
present-stage DC-SPS is an interesting mix of uncontrollable
and controllable PECs, thus introducing unique challenges and
additional troubles on control design.
Technically speaking, the future DC-SPS features in isolated
operation and diversified power sources, thus it is reasonable to
identify them as islanding microgrids (MGs). It is noteworthy
that the major challenges are essentially the same in both
applications, which is to maintain self-sustainable operation of
the islanding power system. During the past decade, there have
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been active research activities undergoing in the field of
terrestrial MGs, resulting in advanced research outcomes
reported in [23]-[28]. Currently, the multi-layer hierarchical
control architecture is widely used and becoming standardized
solution for terrestrial MGs, in which different control and
management objectives are solved independently as different
control layers [23]. However, hierarchical control architecture
is rarely reported in the field of DC-SPS.
In this paper, a three-layer hierarchical control design is
proposed for DC-SPS with considerations of the particularities
in shipboard applications and diesel-dominant generation. For
the power-sharing level control, a novel inverse-droop control
method is proposed to coordinate the output power of gensets
and ESSs with respect of their different characteristics. In
addition to that, a frequency-division method is also proposed
as an extension of inverse-droop method to enable hybrid
energy storage system (HESS) and its characteristic-based
autonomous operation. For the higher-level control, the control
method to achieve power management and nominal bus voltage
restoration functions are presented to provide a comprehensive
control architecture for DC-SPS.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section II,
the state-of-the-art of DC-SPS is introduced. Section III gives a
detailed introduction of the proposed methods and hierarchical
control design. In Section IV, hardware-in-loop simulations are
carried out with the study case of DC-SPS. A comparison is
made between droop-controlled and inverse-droop-controlled
cases. Section V concludes this paper.
II. DC-SPS AND ITS MAJOR COMPONENTS
Recommended by IEEE Standard 1709-2010 [1], a typical
case DC-SPS includes gensets, FCs and ESSs as power sources,
electric propulsion systems and ship-service loads as power
consumer. Moreover, onboard renewables are recently taken
into consideration as optional power sources. For all vessels
that to be classified by classification societies like DNV GL and
ABS, the most important rule in early-stage design of SPS is to
always have enough power to keep the vessel in position, even
if some major parts have failed. For this reason, a SPS should
have at least two independent subsystems, and therefore, zonal
electric distribution system (ZEDS), as illustrated in Fig. 1, is
preferred for its fault tolerance and reconfiguration capability
[10], [11]. Such a system can be sectionalized into several MGs
with a simplified single-line structure as shown in Fig. 2. It is
also noteworthy that each of these zonal MGs are expected to
be self-sustainable and controlled independently, especially in
case of naval vessels. Meanwhile, “N+X” redundant design is
common in marine vessels, in which extra gensets with the
same type are installed for backup and alternation.
The nominal voltage of a DC-SPS is case-by-case designed,
varying from 690V to 6600V [1], [29]. Correspondingly, the
total power demand of the system can be hundreds of kilowatts
to tens of megawatts depending on the different types/classes
and the different usage of the vessel. Normally, the propulsion
systems will consume most of the onboard power with some
load fluctuations due to the inherent uncertainty of the water
surface [2]. In addition, the unique dynamic positioning (DP)

Fig. 1. Illustration of typical ZEDS based architecture and its sectionalizing.

Fig. 2. Simplified single-line diagram of a sectionalized MG in DC-SPS.

operation of drilling and supporting vessels will introduce fast
and dramatic load changing to the system.
In the following part of this section, the major components
and the state-of-the-art control solution are introduced.
A. Gensets: The Major Power Sources
In marine applications, gensets composed by prime movers
(either diesel engine or gas turbine) and well-proven alternators
are the most important power source. So far, diesel engine with
synchronous generator (SG) is the mainstream choice for both
AC and DC SPSs. Meanwhile, high-speed gas turbine coupled
with permanent-magnet generator (PMG) is drawing attention
for its better efficiency and reduced volume. In case of DC-SPS
application, active or passive rectifier is also mandatory to
utilize the power of gensets. Due to industrial concerns of cost
and robustness, passive rectifiers are currently more frequently
used in present-stage DC-SPSs. It is noteworthy that passive
rectifiers cannot achieve decoupled control of output power,
which means the mechanical dynamics will affect the transient
of DC-SPS. Therefore, it is necessary to model the mechanical
part while analyzing DC-SPSs. In this paper, mature generator
models provided by SimPowerSystem is employed, while the
mechanical part is approximately modeled by conventional PID
controller, actuator and engine delay [29], [30], formulated as:
K act
(1)
 K de e   de s  Y  s 
Tm  s  
1   act s
(2)
 act  0.9 2 n
 de  1 2 nN

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the reduce-order mechanical model for genset.
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where Tm is the mechanical torque, Kact is the actuator gain, Kde
is the engine torque gain, J is moment of inertia, n is rotating
speed of the coaxial structure and N is the number of cylinders.
In case of using diode rectifier, a comprehensive steady-state
analysis of its output characteristic when connected to a voltage
controlled bus has been made in [30]. In the practical operation,
diode rectified SG will typically work in commutation mode, in
which an approximated linear relationship between output
power and bus voltage is reported and analyzed in [31] and
[32], the average value function is given as:
V dc 

3 3



Vm 

3



(3)

 e Lac I dc

where Vm is the peak value of phase voltage, e is the electrical
angular speed, Lac is the AC side inductance (i.e. synchronous
inductance of the SG), Idc is the average value of output current.
B. Excitation Control Scheme: State-of-the-art Solution
Excitation based control is a cost-effective state-of-the-art
solution for bus voltage regulation in DC-SPSs [22], [33]. It can
be regarded as a variant of the automatic voltage regulator from
AC applications in DC-SPS. The control principle is to adjust
output voltage of SG by controlling the excitation current [33].
Detailed control principle can be formulated as following:
V qs  R qs I qs   e Lds I ds   e Lm I f

V ds  R ds I ds   e Lqs I qs

paralleled gensets. Therefore, the measurement error of bus
voltage can lead to inappropriate power sharing among gensets,
which can result in overloading and idling. Last but not least, it
is also noteworthy that excitation control solution is inherently
impossible to work with PMG.
C. Onboard Energy Storage System
During the recent decades, the energy storage and associated
technologies have received a substantial increase in attention.
In marine applications, battery takes an overwhelming majority
of the existing shipboard ESSs, growing steadily because of its
ever-improving performance. Meanwhile, super-capacitor (SC)
based ESSs are also gaining population in short-term powerintensive or repetitive applications. In addition, flywheels are
also considered for its power density and inherent resistance to
humid operating environment. Even though, their installation
and operation need to be done in pairs thus compensating the
mechanical effect on the vessel’s balancing.
One of the major challenges for shipboard ESSs is that the
marine applications have high requirements on both peak
power and capacity, which is usually neither technically easy
nor economically efficient to be fulfilled simultaneously by any
single type of storage. Therefore, HESS is a potential solution
to this problem; however, it will leave a challenging task to the
power and energy management of the system.

D. Alternative Power Sources: FC and PV Array
Recently, alternative power sources have been considered to
2
2
be
installed aboard a ship to reduce the cost and emission. FCs
V m  V ds  V qs
  e Lm I f   e f
I ds  I qs  0
have been installed aboard several prototype vessels to provide
cleaner power source. There are also conceptual designs using
3 3
3 3
3


V dc 
 e f 
 e   e L s I dc 
PV array to fully or partially power the onboard equipment. The



ex

ex


 noteworthy problem is that the dynamic power response of a
  K p Vref  Vdc   K i  Vref  Vdc  dt 
FC is far slower than other kinds of electrical power sources,
where f is the excitation flux established by exciter; Lm is the whereas the PV array is intermittent source with inherent
magnetizing inductance of the SG; Ids, Iqs, Lds, Lqs are the stator uncertainty. For this reason, it is necessary to install FCs and
current and inductance components expressed in d-q reference PV array coupled with ESS and therefore meet the requirement
of power availability.
frame, respectively;f is the excitation current.
Although excitation control scheme is easy to implement in
III. PROPOSED HIERARCHICAL CONTROL DESIGN FOR DC-SPS
the real-world engineering, its drawbacks are also noteworthy.
Droop-based hierarchical control architecture is currently the
Firstly, the control bandwidth of excitation control is limited,
state-of-the-art
control solution in the field of terrestrial DC
which is a considerable problem due to the highly dynamic load
MGs
and
other
similar
systems [23]-[28]. In Fig. 5, the physical
conditions of marine vessels. Secondly, the control scheme will
model
of
typical
droop-based
hierarchical control architecture
not provide damping effect to the measurement errors among
is illustrated. The three control layers are defined as following
[23]: (1) Primary Control: the control layer focusing on proper
power sharing among generation units; (2) Secondary Control:
the control layer that focusing on power quality issue (mainly
bus voltage in DC MG) of the system; (3) Tertiary Control: the
control layer that focusing on power/energy management and
optimization of the system. Although hierarchical control is an
advanced comprehensive solution, it may not be suitable to
implement in DC-SPS directly. The major problem is that the
conventional voltage droop method is not recommended in
diesel-dominant systems, because the fuel efficiency of genset
is not constant. On the contrary, the optimal fuel efficiency will
only appear at a certain operating point around 80%-90% of the
Fig. 4. An illustration of excitation control scheme
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Equation (9) reveals the hidden side of DCM sources instead
of conventional understanding (i.e. controlled voltage source).
It shows that DCM sources can be identified as controlled
current/power sources with respond to the voltage deviation. If
the voltage deviation is determined, the output of DCM source
will be accordingly determined, vice versa. It also indicates the
possibility to coordinate the output power of DCM sources by
controlling the voltage deviation (i.e. intentional control of bus
voltage), which is defined as inverse-droop control method. For
a determined amount of output power, the voltage reference can
be calculated by:
Vdc* 
Fig. 5. Illustration of hierarchical control architecture in terrestrial DC MGs.



rated power, and degrades considerably in both light and heavy
load conditions [2]. Moreover, the load fluctuations will also
increase the fuel consumption and introduce mechanical issues.
In addition to that, the limited controllability will be another
major challenge. It is noteworthy that the control bandwidth of
excitation control is very limited, nevertheless, the situation can
be even worse if PMGs coupled with diode rectifier are used (as
recommended in [1]).
In order to resolve the aforementioned problems, especially
to overcome the limited controllability, the concept of inversedroop control method is proposed in this paper. Based on the
new proposal, a hierarchical control design is presented. The
detailed method and implementation are shown as following
parts of this section.



Vdc*  Vref  meq Pref



 1 

i 1  vri 
n
 1 
meq  1    
i 1  mi 

1 
Vref  Vref 2  4 Req Pref
2

Req  1

n
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where Req is the equivalent resistance of the system, meq is the
equivalent power droop coefficient of the system, Pref is the
total amount output power, Vdc* is the calculated reference.
In Fig. 6, the equivalent circuits of more conventional droop
method and inverse-droop method are illustrated. In an inversedroop based system, the proportional power sharing effect
among DCM sources is maintained. Meanwhile, the entire
system will still be well-damped for measurement error if there
is only one source operating in VCM to clamp the bus voltage.
However, the differences are noteworthy. In inverse-droop
based system, the voltage is regulated directly instead of
floating, therefore, DCM sources are behaving more in CCM
side. Meanwhile, the VCM source is providing controllability
to the whole system, while the DCM sources are providing
A. Proposed Methods: Cooperative Inverse-droop Control
power and damping effect. Conclusively, from the perspective
The conventional droop control method is typically used as of functionality, power sources are symmetrical in droop
the primary control level of hierarchical control architecture. Its method, whereas they are asymmetrical but cooperative in the
control effect is to add a virtual resistance (VR), thus achieving proposed inverse-droop method.
In case of using diode rectified gensets, their inherent droop
properly power sharing effect among all the power sources in
characteristic
presented in (3) can be also generalized in the
droop control mode (DCM). The principle is formulated as:
same
form
as
(7),
and therefore following the same principle in


 both sides. By assuming that excitation current is constant (i.e.
V dc  V ref
 R vri I oi 
regarding the SG as PMG), the relationship in (11) is deformed
or linearized as follows, which is also widely used:
as following to describe the behavior in different operation
 points of the alternator:

Vdc  Vref  mi Poi mi  Rvri Vnom when Vdc  Vnom 
where Rvri is the VR of the ith converter, Ioi is the output current
of the ith converter, Poi is the output power of the ith converter,
Vref* is the voltage reference, Vnom is the nominal voltage, mi is
named as droop coefficient or power droop coefficient.
When compared with more conventional voltage control
mode (VCM) and current control mode (CCM), DCM shows
swing characteristic. In practical works, DCM sources are
usually achieved by conventional VCM controller with voltage
reference determined by (7). The equation clearly shows the
mechanism of DCM; however, it can be also deformed into the
following form:


I oi 

1
Vref  Vdc  or Poi  m1 Vref  Vdc  
Rvri
i





Vdc  ei base  Vbase  mbasei Poi  where mbasei  mi  
e

 

base

where ei is the rotational speed of ith genset, base is the base
speed for calculation, Poi is the output power of the ith genset,
Vbase* is the open-circuit voltage in base speed.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 6. Equivalent circuit of droop and inverse-droop methods: (a) droop
method; (b) proposed inverse-droop method.
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From the viewpoint of DC-SPS, the benefits of proposed
inverse-droop control method are very considerable. Firstly, the
load fluctuations will be naturally absorbed by VCM source, so
that the DCM sources can work in constant load condition,
moreover, the operation point is fully adjustable. In this case,
VCM source will automatically provide supporting functions to
the system, including spinning reserve, peak-shaving, and load
conditioning. It is important to notice that these supporting
functions are exactly the same with the expected functions of
using ESSs in SPSs as listed in [2]. In another word, the new
proposal provides an effective method to integrate ESSs in
DC-SPS and to exploit the benefit. Secondly, when compared
with conventional methods, the regulation of bus voltage can
benefit from the higher control bandwidth and faster dynamic
response with the help of controllable PEC. Thirdly, in the new
proposal, the controllable PECs (as VCM sources) can be used
to coordinate operation of DCM sources (e.g. diode rectified
gensets), thus exploiting the complementary advantages. It also
makes it possible to use PMGs with simple diode rectifier as
power source, which can reduce the cost and volume of the
generating units.
B. Proposed Methods: Frequency-division Control Method as
An Extension to Inverse-droop Control
As mentioned in Section II, HESS is a potential solution to
meet the high requirement on both power and energy densities
instead of centralized ESS in shipboard applications. However,
it will also introduce a challenge to the control and management,
because the complexity will increase dramatically. In addition
to that, the introduction of HESS in the proposed inverse-droop
control method requires additional control design, otherwise it
will introduce paralleled VCM source without enough damping
resistance. For these reasons, additional control methods are
worthy and necessary to be introduced into proposed inversedroop control method to make it compatible with HESS and
benefits from HESS’s advantage.
Since the initial intention of using HESS is to take the
complementary advantage in power and energy densities, the
power sharing among different ESSs should be compliance
with their diverse nature of dynamic response rather than
capacity or power rating. SCs can provide good performance in
high-power or repetitive applications. Batteries, on the other
hand, are much better in long-term power support with limited
dynamics. From the perspective of frequency domain, the
asymmetrical power sharing effect of inverse-droop method
can be regarded as dividing the load power into baseline power
(f=0) and power fluctuations (f>0), and only baseline power is
shared among DCM sources. One step further, the power
fluctuations can be subdivided into low-frequency part and
high-frequency part. These two parts can be taken by batteries
and SCs, respectively, thus making them cooperative in the
dynamic power sharing.
In order to subdivide the power fluctuations cooperatively,
the simplest method is to insert paired low-pass and high-pass
filters into the inner-loop controllers, thus differentiating the
dynamic response of different ESSs. With effective frequencydivision design, the system can spontaneously employ the

Fig. 7. Frequency-division design for inverse-droop control with HESS.

complementary advantage from HESS without interventions
from management level. Moreover, the stability issue can be
also overcome, because the measurement error (especially the
static component) will be filtered by high-pass filter, thus
avoiding unwanted incremental currents. In addition to that, it
is noteworthy that with the proposed frequency-division control
method together with inverse-droop method, the characteristicbased power sharing can be achieved among different sources.
C. Proposed Methods: Higher Levels of Hierarchical Control
Design
In addition to the control and coordination of multiple power
sources, the medium-/long-term management of fuel efficiency
is equally important in the practical operation of DC-SPS due to
the “pay-per-used” nature of diesel generation. Meanwhile, the
zonal-level subsystems should be able to merge as entirety, thus
secondary control of bus voltage is needed. In this case, higher
levels control methods are introduced on the basis of proposed
power-sharing level control methods in the earlier discussion.
1) Management Level Control
For SPSs, the management level control of power generation
typically includes two control activities, i.e. the management of
the number of running gensets and the optimization of the fuel
efficiency of the running gensets. With the presence of ESSs in
DC-SPS, it is possible to perform on/off control of gensets
according to the state-of-charge of battery based ESSs. For this
reason, the discussion of management level control in this
paper focus more on the methods of realizing desired fuel
efficiency. The fuel efficiency of a genset is related to many
different variables, including the load torque, engine speed, air
temperature, coolant temperature, atmospheric pressure, etc. As
an empirical conclusion, in a standard test environment, the
optimal fuel efficiency will appear when the output is 80%90% of the rated torque/load and it will vary according to the
engine speed. An approximated fuel efficiency calculation
function is established and detailed in the Appendix.
In terrestrial MGs, the power management level control is
usually related to adjusting the VR of source converters, and
therefore manage their output power. However, the droop
coefficient of diode rectifier is determined by equation (3) and
it cannot be intentionally adjusted. Thus, the conventional VR
based method for system management need to be changed.
With the proposed inverse-droop control method, the outputs of
gensets are determined by the voltage deviation as shown in (9).
It indicates that the power management can be also achieved by
introducing additional adjustable voltage deviation to different
sources to achieve desired outputs. To realize that, simple PI
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IV. REAL-TIME SIMULATION RESULTS

controller can be used, as shown in (13). In practical work, the
voltage deviation can be generated by excitation regulator, as
shown in (14).

In order to validate the methods presented in this paper,
real-time simulations in detailed switching level are carried out
with Opal-RT real-time simulator. A notional DC-SPS with the


Poi  V ref
 V dc   Vi  m i


 same configuration as shown in Fig. 2 is used as the study case.




ML
ML
The parameters of each component and corresponding control
 Vi  K p  Poi  Poi   K i   Poi  Poi  dt
loops are as shown in TABLE I. To compare the performance
3 3
 Vi  K pML  Poi  Poi   K iML   Poi  Poi  dt 
 e i  of proposed method with more conventional droop based

control method, simulations of the same study case are also
carried out using droop method, which is shown in Fig. 9 with
2) Voltage Restoration Level Control
In terrestrial MGs, voltage restoration control is working as detailed parameters in TABLE I.
secondary control to compensate the voltage drop introduced
Vdc
by droop method. However, this control level is hardly reported
Generator Set #1
Generator Set #2
in the field of DC-SPS. It is mainly because that shipboard
ESS
equipment is required to be able to work within a wide range of
DC bus voltage. Yet, this control level will be necessary to
achieve system-level interconnection [34].
Rated/Nominal Voltage
To proceed voltage restoration function, a global offset will
be needed to the original open-circuit voltage setting, thus the
Po
desired power sharing function can be maintained. To generate
the global offset, additional PI controller can be used and added
Fig. 9. Illustration of droop control method used for comparison.
into the proposed control scheme as an independent level to its
lower control levels. It is also noteworthy that the PI controller
Two operating scenarios are set to verify proposed methods.
need to be relatively slow to avoid conflicting with other In the first scenario, the load condition is set to emulate the
control levels. Ultimately, the comprehensive control diagram acceleration process, in which the propulsion load increased
of proposed hierarchical control design is shown in Fig. 8.
from zero to its full power. In the second scenario, the load
TABLE I
POWER STAGE AND CONTROL PARAMETERS
Category
DC Bus

Gensets

Battery

SC
FC
Loads
(a)

Inner-loop
Controllers
Power
Sharing
Level
Management
Level
Voltage
Restoration
Level

(b)
Fig. 8. Implementation of proposed hierarchical control design in different
controllers: (a) in ESS controllers; (b) in excitation regulator.

ESS Droop
Control

Parameter

Value

Unit

Nominal rotational speed
Rated power
Synchronous inductance
Rated line voltage (@1800rpm)
Rated capacity
Maximum power (dis-/charge)
Switching frequency
Rated capacitance
Rated voltage
Maximum capacity
Switching frequency
Rated power
Rated propulsion power
Auxiliary power
Battery voltage controller (P/I)
Battery current controller (P/I)
SC voltage controller (P/I)
SC current controller (P/I)
Cut-off frequency of paired filters
Base voltage
Base rotational speed
Base droop coefficient
Notional optimal operation point 1
Notional optimal operation point 2
Voltage deviation controller (P/I)

1500
(േ10%)
1800
330
0.969
1215
265.2
390/390
1
2200
288
91
10
100
625
85
1/125
0.0015/0.20
10/1000
0.0045/0.20
5
1640
1800
0.5
300/1800
260/1700
0.5/5

rpm
kW
mH
Vrms
kWh
kW
kHz
F
V
MJ
kHz
kW
kW
kW
Hz
V
rpm
V/kW
kW/rpm
kW/rpm
-

Voltage restoration controller (P/I)

0.1/10

-

Initial voltage reference

1500

V

0.3

V/kW

Nominal voltage (range)

Droop coefficient
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condition is set to emulate the DP process of vessel, in which
the propulsion power performs a fast periodical change, and
therefore verifying the performance of proposed control
methods. Simulations are carried out with conventional droop
method (for comparison) and the proposed hierarchical control
design with centralized ESS (using battery) and HESS (using
frequency-division method), respectively, as a comparative
study. The simulation results of the two scenarios with these
control methods are shown in the following parts.
A. Scenario 1: Full-Load Acceleration Process
In this simulation scenario, a notional full-load operation is
emulated, including initializing of the system followed by an
acceleration process. In Fig. 10, the simulation results of droopcontrolled operation is shown. In Fig. 12 and Fig. 14, the results
using proposed method with centralized ESS and HESS are
detailed. The simulation scenario can be divided into the
following stages:
1) Stage 1 (0-t1): In this stage, the grid-forming process is
emulated. The bus voltage is initialized by ESS in this stage.
Meanwhile, the genset #1 accelerates from idle speed to its
rated speed to supply power in the next stage.
2) Stage 2 (t1-t2): At t1, genset #1 is connected to supply
power and the propulsion load starts increasing to maximum.
The voltage reference decreases as response of power sharing
level. In droop based approach, the droop coefficient is set to
make the output of a single genset equal to 85% of its rated
power (280kW) at a full load condition. In the proposed method,
the power reference is also set to be 280kW.

Fig. 10. Simulation results of scenario 1 using conventional droop control
method.

3) Stage 3 (t2-t3): At the start of this stage, the management
level is activated, and gradually updating the power reference.
4) Stage 4 (t3-t4): The state of charge of battery falls below
the threshold and triggers on/off management. At t3, genset #2
accelerates from idle speed and connected into the system. The
management level optimizing the operation point after reaching
steady state, including both output power and rotational speed.
5) Stage 5 (t4-20s): At t4, the proposed voltage restoration
level control is activated, the DC bus voltage is gradually
restored to its rated value (i.e. 1500V).
B. Scenario 2: DP Process
In this simulation scenario, the propulsion load is set to be
changing between 25% and 100% periodically, instead of being
constant, to emulate the highly dynamic load behavior in a DP
process. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 11, 13 and 15.
This scenario can be divided into the following stages:
1) Stage 1 (0-t1): The same grid-forming as scenario 1 is
performed in this stage to initialize the system.
2) Stage 2 (t1-t2): In this stage, the loads are supplied by
genset #1 and ESSs, the peak-shaving function is performed.
3) Stage 3 (t2-t3): During this stage, the management level
starts to optimize the operation of genset #1 to its optimum.
4) Stage 4 (t3-t4): At t3, the on/off management is executed.
Genset #2 is connected into the system after acceleration.
Afterwards, the management level adjusted its operation point.
5) Stage 5 (t4-20s): At t4, the proposed voltage restoration
level control is activated, and DC bus voltage starts to be
restored to its rated value (i.e. 1500V).

Fig. 11. Simulation results of scenario 2 using conventional droop control
method.
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Fig. 12. Simulation results of scenario 1 using proposed hierarchical control
design with centralized ESS.

Fig. 13. Simulation results of scenario 2 using proposed hierarchical control
design with centralized ESS.

Fig. 14. Simulation results of scenario 1 using proposed hierarchical control
design with HESS and frequency-division method.

Fig. 15. Simulation results of scenario 2 using proposed hierarchical control
design with HESS and frequency-division method.
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APPENDIX: FUEL EFFICIENCY EVALUATION MODEL
The fuel efficiency of marine engine is related to a number of
different operating conditions, in which the most important
factor is the load torque and engine speed. In this paper, a fuel
efficiency evaluation model is established using the operational
data of a four-stroke engine with ISO standard rating of 360 kW
(330 kW for electrical generation). In this paper, quadratic fit
method used in [35] is employed to evaluate the fuel efficiency
in real-time simulation, as shown in Fig. 16.

226

To validate the proposed methods, real-time simulations are
carried out with a study case of DC-SPS. Comparison between
the proposed control solution and more conventional droop
method are presented. The results show that the proposed
method has advancement in real-time fuel efficiency and bus
voltage regulation over the conventional method.
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a hierarchical control design for DC-SPS is
presented, the main contributions can be summarized as:
(1) An inverse-droop control approach is proposed as the power
sharing strategy for shipboard system and potentially other
diesel-dominate applications. With the proposed method, the
power sharing between different power sources is according to
their different power, energy and/or efficiency characteristics
instead of rated power or capacity.
(2) A frequency-division method is proposed as an extension of
the inverse-droop method, which is aiming at enabling HESS to
exploit its advancements over single storage, as well as solving
the internal power management issue of HESS automatically.
(3) Redesigned and re-organized control solutions for higher
level control objectives beyond power sharing control are also
proposed, thus opening more degree-of-freedom for different
scenarios in the real-world operation.

Fuel Efficiency Curves

228

Specific Fuel Consumption (g/kWh)

C. Discussion and Comparison on Simulation Results
From the simulation results, several noteworthy conclusions
can be derived. Firstly, from Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, it shows that
well-designed droop method can provide an acceptable fuel
efficiency in its rated load condition, however, in dynamic load
conditions the fuel efficiency will degrade. Secondly, from Fig.
12 and Fig. 13, it shows that the desirable power sharing effect
among onboard power sources can be achieved inverse-droop
method, regardless of load conditions. It is worthy to notice that
these two control methods are realized with exactly the same
hardware configuration. In addition, the proposed management
level and voltage restoration level functions can be achieved
independently. Thirdly, from Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, with the
proposed frequency-division method, the battery and SC based
ESSs can work cooperatively within the proposed hierarchical
control design. The dynamic power sharing is desirable, i.e. the
battery is providing long-term power supply with relatively
slow dynamic while SC is providing short-term power with a
fast response.
Although, the acceptable control effects are achieved with
both centralized ESS and frequency-division controlled HESS
solutions, there are still noteworthy differences. When
compared with battery solution, the voltage regulation using
HESS has a faster response and lower overshoot, the impact of
connecting genset #2 is also limited. It shows that bus voltage
regulation can benefit from the wider control bandwidth and
faster response of the SC controller. Moreover, since the power
sharing effect of the proposed inverse droop method is also
coordinated through voltage regulation in common DC bus, the
dynamic power sharing effect will also benefit from such an
improvement.
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Fig. 16. Fuel efficiency evaluation model
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